
 
 

TRIBAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE MINUTES 
 

AAED Headquarters | 2700 N. Central, Suite 1250, Phoenix, AZ 85004  

May 10, 2018  | 9:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 

 

"The mission of AAED is to serve as Arizona’s unified voice advocating for responsible economic 
development through an effective program of professional education, public policy, and collaboration" 

 

I. Welcome, Introductions, Attendance, and Approval of Minutes (Robin Reynolds): Attendees: Bridgette 

Blair, Jon Canyon, Robin Reynolds, Lisa Gonzales, Joe McClure, Marcelino Flores, Dawn Rogers, Barry 

Kasselman. Via telephone - Tom Pitts, Linda Polito. The meeting was called to order at 9:30 a.m. Due to a 

general lapse in attention on the part of the attendees, no action was taken to approve the April minutes. 

That fact notwithstanding, Joe agreed to continue producing the meeting minutes into the coming year. 

Tom will continue in his liaison role. Robin welcomed two attendees to their first meeting with the 

Committee: Linda Polito and Barry Kasselman, and also Dawn Rogers as new Board liaison. 

II. Chair Report (Robin): 

Robin noted a change in the wording to Action Plan Item 3 under Goal 2, based on the Board’s request that 

the language regarding the Farm Bill legislation be generalized.  

 

Bobby and Rick have already begun to secure sponsorships for the next Symposium. Robin encouraged the 

Committee to continue cultivating corporate sponsors, in part so that we can help collaborating 

organizations, which cannot directly sponsor our events, in their programmatic efforts. 

 

Robin congratulated Dawn on her role in the spring conference, which was well attended. At that event 

Lena Fowler received an Edde award as the Native American Practitioner of the Year and Robin received a 

Presidential Medal for her work on the Committee, for which she credited the Committee members’ 

efforts.  

 

The Committee discussed the option of changing the time of day for the monthly meetings, and the 

consensus was to leave the time as it currently is. 

 

III. CIIC Mixer 

Lisa held additional discussions on this with Kari and Marcus, with the result being that we need to think 

about next September as the earliest date in which to engage the students, but a mixer involving 

professionals could be scheduled in the interim. The group discussed issues related to the mixer including: 

1) the need to keep in mind that student involvement was one of the initial purposes of thinking about this 

concept – the students want to network with people who might have jobs for them, and we want to 

promote AAED – and for that to be successful a location near ASU would be preferred, 2) the venue could 

be held outdoors if it occurs in the fall; and 3) the presence of alcohol complicates setting up the mixer, for 

host sponsors and for monetary sponsors, and brings up the need to consider things like making sure a 

bartender is involved in the proceedings, and that promotion of the mixer does not refer to the presence 

of alcohol. 

 



The Committee discussed the role of the website in functions such as promoting the mixer, and some of 

the limitations of the current website were discussed. Bridgette noted that it is best to login to access 

more content on the site. 

 

IV. Symposium (Robin and Jon): 

Sponsorship and “save the date” notices have gone out. JD Colbert has agreed to be the keynote speaker, 

and is coming at no cost to us. Jon will be taking him to dinner. John Lewis has also agreed to be a speaker. 

Candace may reach out to the Hopi Chairman to be a speaker. Jon mentioned that a key aspect of the next 

Symposium will be networking, and he discussed various creative ideas for icebreaking and other methods 

of getting people involved, while establishing a format for transitioning from presentations into 

networking sessions. He asked the Committee to share any additional ideas. Bridgette and Dawn discussed 

the idea of a toolkit, and Jon discussed the concept of using big cards, which he has seen work in Las 

Vegas. Robin noted that these ideas could work for the mixers we are anticipating as well. Tom noted that 

just making extra time in this next Symposium for networking will be a help. 

 

Robin noted that Richard Wilkie is supportive of the idea of getting Academy credit at the Symposium. The 

need to have presentation materials in advance for handouts, in part to satisfy Academy requirements, 

was discussed. 

 

Marcelino noted that in tribal settings, lack of leadership development can be an important economic 

development issue. Robin noted that Travis Nabahe will speak at the Symposium and has experience with 

this kind of issue. Marcelino also noted that there are communication issues within Arizona Indian 

Country, generally involving conversations about resources, and specifically involving Resolution Copper 

and San Carlos Apache opposition to their project in Gila County. The Committee discussed other aspects 

of this issue, one being that Resolution Copper is a Symposium sponsor, and this needs to be reconsidered, 

involving also AAED generally, in light of Marcelino’s comments. Dawn will take up this issue with the 

president. Robin noted that the flyer for the Symposium is an issue now because it mentions Resolution 

Copper. The potential for including the general issue that Marcelino raised at the Symposium, without 

venturing into politically charged issues, was discussed. This topic prompted the Committee to discuss the 

issue of cultural competence and tribal awareness within AAED, including whether some instruction in 

these matters should be part of AAED’s economic development certification program. 

 

Tom discussed the issue of not setting a limit on sponsorships’ contribution to project budgets, and that 

they (Rural) have often exceeded their anticipated sponsorship revenues, which allows increased flexibility 

and other advantages to program planning. 

 

V. Profiles (Robin): 

Robin noted that having submitted the Ak-Chin profile to ACA, ACA deferred action, and in a conversation 

with Keith Watkins, Keith stated that they cannot post individual profiles until they receive all profiles from 

Arizona tribes. Since this is contrary to our understanding of what would and should be done, various 

members of the Committee stated they would reach out to ACA representatives on this matter. Marcelino 

stated that a similar issue has arisen with the designation of Opportunity Zones, with Indian Country being 

unnecessarily excluded. Robin mentioned that Paul Hughes of ACA may be able to help with this issue, as 

he has indicated he may come to Committee meetings. Lisa stated she was close to having the GRIC profile 

approved. 
  



VI. Tribal visit (Robin): 

Robin noted that the visit to Pascua Yaqui was a great success, with Travis being an excellent host who 

described in detail the tribe’s processes and plans. Tom and Lisa also expressed high levels of satisfaction 

with the visit. Jon noted that Travis was pleased to be involved and got positive feedback from his people 

on having conducted the program. Robin noted that the next tribal visit might be planned in coordination 

with the Fall Forum at Flagstaff or with the Symposium, possibly involving the White Mountain Apache 

tribe. The Spring Conference will be held in Tucson, and perhaps TO could be visited, given that they have 

many interesting issues. 

 

As a general note, Robin invited other members of the Committee to feel free to bring up initiatives other 

than those that have been included in the Action Plan or otherwise discussed. 

 

VII. Announcements (Bridgette): 

Bridgette noted that the Fall Forum is now posted on the website, and urged people to book their hotel 

early, given the strong attendance at the Spring Conference. The next Southern Arizona Committee 

program will discuss astronomy in the state. The June 12 luncheon will feature ADP expansion, with the 

City of Tempe hosting. Northern Arizona will have a program on medical tourism on June 21 in 

Cottonwood. Bridgette noted that there is IEDC course material posted on the website. Tom noted that 

the Rural Committee will have a special program on the 15th of this month, to which some Navajo 

representatives have committed to attend. 

 

The meeting adjourned at 10:47. 

 

 

 

 


